






Products approved by 
the World Karate Federation.

Because  of the tiny 
ventilation holes on the 
surface of the fabric, this 
material releases heat and 
feels light on the body

This fabric uses “shosenshi” 
which is a kind of papier 
thread, that has a long 
history stretching back to the 
Nara period. 

Uses fabric made from 
100% cotton. 

Fabric made from fibers of 
polyester wrapped in high 
quality cotton. Resistant to 
shrinking and as excellent 
absorption and permeability.

Items manufactured in Japan. 
Items available for 
order-made purchase.





Next generation Kata Uniform deriving its lightweight
and thin form by using our specially designed thread
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NEO FABRIC SERIES 
NF-2 Cotton 70%, Polyester 30%

Original Pulper Canvas
An original canvas using bilayer-thread
made by wrapping polyester with cotton
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For Training and Matches
MADE IN JAPAN

For more information check this QR Code.

We have succeeded in creating a canvas material which possesses an extreme thinness 
and lightness. Special HA processing has given it the same sound and strength as 
thicker materials. The thin material enables you to move about without impediment, 
and its lightness and quick drying makes it ideal for travel. It is soft and smooth to the 
touch, strong and dries quickly. It does not shrink or get wrinkled easily. It is the next 
generation of kata uniform built upon Japanese skill and techniques.

※Please see the final page for sizes.
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Set

Regular Fit(Type A ) Size 3.5 
  (Suitable Height/Weight: 155 cm, 50-55 kg)

Regular Fit(Type A ) Size 4.5 
  (Suitable Height/Weight: 160 cm, 60-65 kg) Regular Fit(Type A ) Size 2 

  (Suitable Height/Weight: 140 cm, 30-35 kg)



NEO FABRIC SERIES 
NF-1Cotton 70%, Polyester 30%

Original Pulper No. 11 Canvas
An original heavy-weight canvas using bilayer-thread

made by wrapping polyester with cotton

Top level model with a thick material
utilizing our specially designed thread
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For Matches
MADE IN JAPAN

For more information check this QR Code.

※Please see the final page for sizes.

Though being thick material, by including 30% polyester, we have achieved 
lightness and quick drying. By wrapping polyester with cotton, it gives a nice 
a soft feel along with strength and breathability. It is also resistant to shrink-
ing. The material has undergone HA processing, giving it an original and 
strong sound. Because of the bilayer thread with cotton-wrapped polyester, 
it is also resistant to wrinkling.
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       $99             $108               $117             $125              $134             $143              $152             $161
       $59                $64                $70                $74               $80                $85               $90                 $96
       $41                $44                $48                $52               $55                $59               $62                 $65



      $165             $176              $187             $198             $209               $220              $231             $242
       $99              $105              $110             $116             $121               $127              $132             $138  
       $66                $72                $77                $83               $88                $94                $99               $105





      $160              $171             $182             $193              $204              $215             $226             $237
       $96               $103              $109             $116             $123              $129             $135             $150
       $64                $70                 $73               $77                $82                $86                $91               $95



      $143             $154             $165               $176             $187             $198              $209             $220 
       $88                $94                $99               $105             $110             $116              $121             $127
        $55                $61               $66                 $72               $77                $83                $88                $94



       $165             $174             $183              $191             $200              $209             $218              $227
        $98               $104             $109              $114             $119             $125              $130             $136
        $68                 $71               $74                $79                $82               $85                $88                $92



Karate Gi using material that is durable, 
has minimal shrinkage and dries quickly after washing

This practical karate gi makes use of a polyester blend to minimise 
shrinkage, as well as be resilient and durable during washing and drying 
easily.  Also, it is difficult to wrinkle, keeping a nice and dignified 
appearance.  This uniform is suitable for use in both Kata and Match. 

Cotton 35%/Polyester 65%
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STARTER SERIES

※Pants up to Size 2 utilise an elasticated waistband.  The jacket is fastened with traditional himo by default, but a button fastener can also be 
provided upon request to make it easier for young practitioners to wear.
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https://karategi-japan.com
mail@karategi-japan.com

Tozando Co. Ltd. is the exclusive international distributor for Mitsuboshi’s 
next-generation Karate brand HAYATE.  Tozando and Mitsuboshi have been partners for 5 
years and together have almost a century’s worth of combined experience in designing 
and producing traditional Japanese martial arts equipment.  Tozando is excited to bring 
another of Mitsuboshi’s innovations to the international market and continue our mission 
of supporting the international budo community.

If the any of the contents of this catalog are unclear, please do not hesitate to contact our International Division   
for more information and to answer any questions you may have.
Please be aware that although the product selection, product codes and prices are all accurate at the time of 
printing, these may be subject to change in the future.  We thank you for your kind cooperation in this matter.
Please keep in mind that the colors and hues displayed in the photos of this catalog may be slightly different to  
the actual products.  This is especially true of hand-made and order-made products.
All of the prices in this catalog are displayed without consumption tax.  Please bear this in mind when making your 
order and if you are concerned about import taxes please contact your local customs organization for more 
information.
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Makers of Traditional Martial Arts Equipment
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